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Spatializing Erasure: Forging A New Commemorative Typology

Thesis Statement
Spatializing Erasure is an investigation into and a critique of current traditional memorialization
techniques and the erasure of counter-historical narratives from the urban fabric. We are seeking to
use architecture as a lens to critique our current socio-political climate by employing techniques of
memorialization, sensationalism, and certain spatial tactics relating to memory onto the typologies
of the courthouse and the archive, actively reinforcing memories of trauma, injustices, and
activism onto a typology that has historically been negligent towards its contribution to systemic
erasure and oppression of counter-history. This project aims to impose the collective memory
of erased narratives onto the city in the form of a courthouse imbued with commemorative and
sensational archive spaces for consuming and imposing forgotten memories. Doing so will provide
a lens into the past and demand that un-represented histories are not forgotten or reversed.
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In an effort to critique the current tendency for conventional memorials to reinforce the dominant
narratives of history, we are aiming to enforce elements of memorialization and collective memory onto
a different typology completely; by choosing to design a courthouse combined with a public archive, we
are not only aiming to make the legal system as public as possible and encourage public investment into
its political systems, but we are aiming to impose the often erased narratives of the collective onto the
system that is responsible for this erasure, bringing to light the nature of the justice system as a whole.

Introduction

The main areas of research that culminated in the decision to design an archive and courthouse
began with a case study of 3 historical events that exemplify the nature of collective memory and
the tradition of counter-history being erased from the dominant narrative of American culture, each
of them centered around years of the 1960s and 70s-- an era for social change and civil rights-- and
they became the generative factor in the decision to design a courthouse. The 3 events-- the existence
of the Jane Collective from 1969 to the passing of Roe v Wade in 1973, the 1968 Democratic
National Convention Riots, and the 1963 School Segregation boycotts-- began as means to study
and spatialize narratives of protest and resistance and how they are wiped from our understanding
of dominant history, but their common factor of stemming from the faults and systemic failures of
the American Justice System. Despite these three events having a significant impact on the collective
history and culture of the city and the country as a whole, there are no memorials dedicated to
them, and the spaces where these events occurred are used without any acknowledgment of their
history. Because of this, we decided that instead of attempting to design a memorial that would be
bogged down with the history of memorials as structures that often serve as agents for reinforcing
the dominant narrative of history, Spatializing Erasure aims to address the common cause of much
of the erasure of the counter-narrative: the justice system itself, and it aims to imbue the U.S. court
system with the public and collective nature that an element of public service should be held to.

2
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Theory Research
“One can say that the city itself is the collective memory of its
people, and like memory it is associated with objects and places.
The city is the locus of the collective memory. This relationship
between the locus and the citizenry then becomes the city’s
predominant image, both of architecture and of landscape, and
as certain artifacts become part of its memory, new ones emerge.”
Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City (1982)

Memor y Research
4
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There are several studies into human memory that have begun to inform
how we might design for spaces of memory and how we interpret
existing memorials. One influential theory of memory known as the
multi-store model was proposed by Richard Atkinson and Richard
Shiffrin in 1968. This model suggested that information exists in one
of 3 states of memory: the sensory, short-term and long-term stores.
Information enters the memory from the senses - for instance, the
eyes observe a picture, olfactory receptors in the nose might smell
coffee or we might hear a piece of music. This stream of information
is held in the sensory memory store, and because it consists of a
huge amount of data describing our surroundings, we only need to
remember a small portion of it. As a result, most sensory information
‘decays’ and is forgotten after a short period of time. A sight or
sound that we might find interesting captures our attention, and our
contemplation of this information - known as rehearsal - leads to the
data being promoted to the short-term memory store, where it will
be held for a few hours or even days in case we need access to it.
This understanding of sensory memory and the necessity of
rehearsal and re-remembering of forgotten experiences is something
that greatly informs how we see the act of memorialization.
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Memor y
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As Michel Foucault said, “Since memory is actually a very important
factor in struggle ... if one controls people’s memory, one controls their
dynamism. And one also controls their experience, their knowledge
of previous struggles”. Architectural collective memory thus becomes
something that is tangible and leads to the understanding of memory
being selectively created and controlled through monuments. From this
emerges the dichotomy between history and counter-history, the former
being something that is heavily documented by structural powers and
linear in nature, and the latter being something that contains multiplicities
of narratives and is heavily contested in space-- it is largely erased from
our concept of history. Narratives of counter-history become marked
by periods of resistance and erasure of knowledge, traces, and are largely
snuffed out by imbalances in power relations. These are the narratives
that we are seeking out and attempting to exhume, memorialize,
and force the dominant forces to recognize and re-remember.
Narratives of dominant history are largely related to what is referred
to as the ‘memory machine’ and the popularizing and increased
consumption of memory and consciousness in the forms of evidence,
monument, and consciousness. The idea of the ‘collective memory’
emerges as a way of understanding how counter-histories maintain
their places in culture. “There is no unitary collective mental set for
the nation to possess, no ‘pristine memory’ to recall, only selected
memory and numbing amnesia to manipulate as an instrument
for better or worse by those in power, or those seeking power (M.
Christine Boyer 329)”. The collective can stand in opposition to this
‘pristine’ memory and offers multiplicities of experiences and resists
the erasure of trauma and oppression in the face of power structures.
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Several theorists and writers have explored the idea of aesthetic consumerism
as it relates to memory. Susan Sontag touches on notions of image as it
relates to construction of national identity and propaganda-style manipulation
of viewership. Sontag’s novel goes deeply into ideas of image-memory and
propaganda as is approaches her interpretation of propaganda in American
media, defined as politicizing and manipulating information in order to
provoke a response in favor of a certain party, can be applied to notions of
wartime media and how it manipulates viewership using imagery to ‘sanitize’
American military atrocities in foreign conflicts in order to reify the patriotic
notion of the citizen-solider, thus reinforcing the standard of an aggressive and
dominant patriotic narrative. Memorials can be designed and built to function
in a similar manipulative way. This is heavily related to notions of consumerism
and propaganda as the politicizing and manipulating information works to
provoke a response in favor of a dominant narrative, which we are seeking to
critique.
The increased phenomenon of aestheticization of memory in the form of
memory tourism is also a topic of interest as it relates to trauma and conflicting
historical narratives. How do we overcome aesthetic consumerism and the
dangers of memory tourism where memory and memorials could be considered
a sort of capital that the government pushes?
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Sensationalism as a tactic for tapping into memory is something that
many architects have explored, as the multi-store model evaluates
the importance of the senses in accessing repressed or forgotten
memories and evoking emotional responses. The idea of multiplicity
of sensory elements innate in many architects like Peter Zumthor’
and Daniel Libeskind’s projects: the process used by Zumthor and
Libeskind to reach the memory is the ‘architectonic dramatization’,
which suggests that senses are the only possible way to remember,
because it’s only through emotional responses that mankind can
remember. The monument, as a symbol, is not conceived by Zumthor,
who imagines the building as a real place, not a content falsification.
“To build a monument”, – as he said – “where every politician
put up his plaque or his wreath, is the first act of forgetfulness.”
Elements of lighting, sound, materiality, temperature, and a
multiplicity of other factors come together to inform multiple sensory
reactions to spatial qualities in order to invoke feelings and memory.
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Artifact Precedents
“Modern memory is first of all archival. It relies entirely on
the specificity of the trace, the materiality of the vestige, the
concreteness of the recording, the visibility of the image. The
process that began with writing has reached its culmination in highfidelity recording. The less memory is experienced from within,
the greater its need for external props and tangible reminders of
that which no longer exists except status qua memory-- hence the
obsession with the archive that marks an age in which we attempt
to preserve not only all of the past but all of the present as well.”
Pierre Nora, “Realms of Memory” (1984)

Some of the many posters that were distributed by the CWLU and designed by the
Chicago Women’s Graphics Collective formed in 1973 (Credit: Chicago Women’s
Liberation Union Herstory Project)

11
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We began the semester by looking at collections of artifacts that highlight the crux
of our project, which started with research into and an aim to memorialize the work
of the Jane Collective and Chicago Women’s Liberation Union during the period
of Second Wave Feminism. The artifacts that we collected were distributed by the
CWLU during the time period when the Jane Collective was active and they took the
form of posters and buttons designed by the Chicago Women’s Graphic Collective.
These pins and posters were used to raise awareness for the presence of Jane and the
work of the CWLU through a collective process and increased visiblity.
It was a very important part of the CWLU in general and helped give the organization
a national presence. The posters and buttons gave the CWLU a credibility, a presence
and an image. The CWLU had a distribution network that was fairly extensive. They
shipped their posters out to organizations, political bookstores and women’s groups all
over the world, sometimes as many as 20,000 posters. Some of them were physically
really big, so when people put them up on walls, they were hard to miss. As artifacts,
the exemplify the mentality of the collective as well as the network.

A series of feminist buttons collected by a member of the CWLU in Chicago, Illinois, 1964. (Credit: Chicago Women’s
Liberation Union Herstory Project)

13
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Another series of artifacts that we looked at that applied to another event we are
seeking to draw attention to was the presence of media in the form of newspaper
publications and also the physical presence of ‘Willis Wagons’ the pejorative term for
portable school classrooms used by critics of Superintendent of Schools Benjamin
C. Willis (1953–1966) when protesting school overcrowding and segregation in black
neighborhoods from 1962 to 1966. The presence of these wagons and the research of
them as an artifacts adds a spatial component to understanding Chicago’s history of
segregation and civil rights.

Top: Flyer advertising Freedom Day School Boycott, an event to protest school segregation in Chicago, Illinois,
1963. (Credit: Chicago History Museum/Getty Images)
Bottom: Photos depicting “Willis Wagons” that were used in place of school buildings in Chicago, Illinois, 1963.
(Credit: Kartemquin Films and Metropolitan Planning Council )
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The existance of these Willis Wagons resulted in the 1963 school segregation boycotts
that were endorsed by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and involved over 200,000 protesters.
The boycott protested the arrival of six portable units to house students until a new
school building opened in October of 1963. Personalizing school segregation and
overcrowding dramatized these issues and later drove Willis from office and eventually
resulted in progress for civil rights in Chicago, but school districts still remain heavily
segregated in our current decade. The artifact of the ‘Willis Wagon’ as an oppressive
semi-architectural typology that no longer exists is a tangible reminder of the historical
boycotts.

16
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Type I: Counter-Monument

Memorial Precedents
“When a gap in time appears between the memory of an event and its
actual experience, attempts are made to write these absent moments down,
to preserve all the little known facts as much as possible, to erect monuments
and establish commemorative celebrations. A gap in time enables memory
to act as resistance to the acceleration of time or to be used as a tool in
search of moral redemption for past grievances and regrets, or to provide
a source of identity in an increasingly alienating and modernizing world.”
M. Christine Boyer, “Collective Memory Under Siege: The Case of ‘Heritage
Terrorism’”(2004)

17

Negative Monument (2018) Provocation, Ian Alan Paul (Credit: https://www.ianalanpaul.com/)

One exemplary form of counter-monument that we were originally
inspired by was Ian Paul’s “Negative Monument Provocation”, which
is an open invitation for the audience to engage in the participatory
action of negation of a monument. “As a speculative proposal, practical intervention, and anti-monumental gesture, the work aims to
unsettle the privileging of publicity over clandestinity, preservation
over defacement, and consensus over dissensus that have structured
contemporary debates concerning the role of monuments in political and everyday life. When installed in a space, visitors are invited to
take a copy of “Negative Monument” to disassemble, disseminate, and
disperse the work into a range of unanticipated contexts.” (https://
www.ianalanpaul.com/). Ian Paul’s “Negative Monument Provocation” was a useful starting point to look at how artists engage the
idea of the counter-monument and counter-history in active ways,
merging activism with opposition to dominant narratives of history.

18
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Type II: Collective Memorial

Type III: Memory as Evidence

Top: Empty Shoes Memorial, Washington D.C, 2018 (Yahoo News Photo Staff)
Center: Mizuko Kuyo, Water Baby statues at Zojoji-Temple, Minato-ku, Tokyo. (Wikimedia Commons)
Bottom: Tohoku Triple Disaster Memorial (Getty Images)

The collective memorial is the most tangible example of how collective
memory can be spatially manifested as a way to oppose dominant
narratives of history and structures of power. While the monument
is usually considered something permanent, the collective memorial
can be something that is temporary, archival, and multi-material. The
collective memorial may also apply mentalities of activism and civic
engagement, as it is a collection of narratives, not the assertion of a
singular, dominant one.

19

Rows 1-2: Various Memorials for Michael Brown, Ferguson, MO, 2014 (St. Louis Post-Dispatch)
Row 3: Forensic Architecture Drawing and Model Recreation of Saydnaya Prison (Forensic Architecture)
Row 4: Emmett Till casket memorial at the Smithsonian (2018) and in 1955(The Smithsonian Magazine)

Evidence and memory are inherently tied together, and memorials and
different forms of memorialization have the opportunity to engage evidence
as a trace of memory or history rather than something that has been erased.

20
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Type IV: Sensory Memorial

Rows 1-2: Jewish Museum, Berlin, Studio Libeskind, 1999 (ArchDaily Photo Staff)
Row 3: Cenotaph for Newton Proposal, Etienne-Louis Boullée, 1800 (ArchDaily)
Row 4: Temple Atomic Catastrophe Proposal, Seichi Shirai, 1955 (Seiichi Shirai © Takeo Kamiya)

The need for Sensory Memory as a structure originated in a study of visual
information processing done by Atkinson and Shiffrin, and many architects
employ this tactic through means of sensationalism and dramatization.
Dramatic combinations of light, sound, and touch allow multiple sense to be
involved in the recollection of certain memories and the evokation of certain
emotions. Many use various levels of abstraction of memory in order to
translate it into sensory memory that can be contained in architectural spaces.

21
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Textures

Type V: Memory Machine

Scales
Scales

Row 1: German Wunderkammen or “Curiousity Cabinets” (Wikimedia Commons)
Rows 2-3: Giulio Camillo’s Theatre of Memory (Robert Fludd, “The Theater of Memory”)

One exemplary form of memory architecture that translates the idea
of ‘rehearsal’ of stimulus to encapsulate memory is the ‘memory
machine’, as seen in the form of the German Wunderkammen or the
Italian Theatre of Memory. Both examples took form in order to
serve as physical ‘loci’ for memory, or a form of archiving personal
and hisotrical memory. In the memory theater, a ll human knowledge
would have been archived on the different levels of the half-circle,
referring to a projection of the human mind and could have been
retrieved through mental associations with images and symbols. Giulio
Camillo described his theatre as a mens fenestrata, a “mind endowed
with windows”, a structure providing the possibility of looking inside
the human mind. The Wunderkammen behaved similarly, as artifacts
would take specific locations as the viewer circumnavigated the room.

23

Iconography
Iconography

Diagrams of kitsch and uncanniness in new ‘Memory Town’ in San Francisco, a center for alzheimer patients. It utilizes
iconography and elements of the 1950s to re-create childhood memories of the patients. (Isabel Munoz and Sarah Quinn)

24
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Type VI: Banality as Memory

Type VII: Memory as Object

Rows 1-2: Memorial to the Murdered Jews, Eisenman Architects, Berlin, 1998 (https://eisenmanarchitects.
com/)

Top: Map showing movement of statue along bus route, Japan (Isabel Munoz and Sarah Quinn)
Bottom: Comfort Woman Statue in Seoul, 2013 (Chung Sung-Jun/Getty Images)

The banal and the everyday are important components of
memory and memorialization in the way that they bring out
mamory and erased narratives through other means than the
isolated monument are able to contribute successfully to the
collective memory of the city. The sense of the ordinary subliminally pushes narratives into the day-to-day experiences of people that would otherwise be subject to forgetting.
25

Several architects oppose the Aldo Rossi approach to contextual
monuments and use the tactic of the acontextual object as a
way to employ program and ‘normalize’ the memorial. Peter
Eisenman has said that “what [he] wanted was to normalize the
idea of memorial. So when they go home they can say, ‘Where
were you today, Hans?’ ‘Oh, I was at the Jewish Memorial, the
Holocaust Memorial. We had a great time!’” What the object
cab do, he proposes, can avoid prescribing a certain narrative. “I
wanted that possibility, that it didn’t prescribe. When you walk in
the ﬁeld, what are you doing? You’re not going anywhere. There
is no place to go to; it doesn’t have a center; it doesn’t have some
inscription.”

26
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Critique: ‘Conventional’ Memorial
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Photos of Chicago Memorials at Soldier Field and Grant Park (Isabel Munoz and Sarah Quinn)

Overall, the memorial that we wish to oppose in our chosen site city of Chicago behave
similarly to traditional and conventional monuments and memorials across the globe;
they emphasize dominant narratives with monuental and permanent structures that enforce histories that are already heavily coded into our current climate and historical understanding. Looking at the monuments and memorials that populate various areas of
Chicago, it presents itself as an extremely historical city with multitudes of memorials
that celebrate dominant narratives of history and their place in U.S. culture. However, the
locations of these monuments, many of which are found in and around Grant Park, are
also the locations of incredibly important and historical instances of civil rights, protest,
resistance and progress towards equality in many respects. We are choosing to oppose to conventional understanding of the monument in order to re-assert these narratives onto these historical sites.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The Jane Collective
“But when they found the Jane number, the Service
number, our number, women found something neither
entrepreneurial not impersonal, neither medicalized
nor professionalised. When women found the Jane
number, they found women working together with,
for, because of, and among women, however ancient
and unique that seemed in 1970, or now. (8)”

1. Women Waiting. CWLU Herstory. Jane Articles and Media
2.Women Working. CWLU Herstory. Jane Articles and Media
3. Women protesting abortion laws in Boston, 1969. Joes Runci/ The Boston Globe/ Getty Images
4. Jane Chicago Women’s Abortion Service Poster. Courtesy Women Make Movies. Chicago Reader
5. The Janes. CWLU Herstory. Jane Articles and Media
6. Jane Volunteers Arrested. Chicgo Police Department. NY Times

33
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5532 S. Everett Ave

This is the site women were
directed to when they called for
Jane. The apartments rented out
in this building were considered
“waiting rooms” where women
would sit before being directed
to the next apartment located
further away. The women
would be driven down to the
next location where physcial
abortions would take place.
The apartments were small,
consisting of a large living room.

1.

What is Jane?
The Jane Collective created by the Chicago Women’s Liberation Union at
the height of Second Wave Feminism was a covert organization run by women
for women seeking abortions before the passing of Roe vs. Wade. Apartments,
rented out two at a time, served as an alternative network of abortion spaces for
women during a time where women’s bodily autonomy was legally regulated. This
process of renting out spaces for alternative use that contested abortion laws created
a network of feminist memories that existed outside the typical linear patriarchal
narratives of Chicago’s history. By using urban planning and mapping of contested
feminist spaces during the Second Wave of femism, we speculate on Chicago’s
current urban condition as a way of proposing new spaces where memories of
intersectional women’s liberation can be reconstructed. Doing this will actively
combat the anxiety of the disappearance of feminist narratives in urban space.

5532 S. Everett Ave interior of apartment

2.

7251 S South Shore Dr.

This is the site where abortions
would take place. Women were
taken on a shuttle bus from
the first apartment in 5532 S.
Everett Ave. to an apartment
reserved in 7251 S South Shore
Dr.. At first, women met with
a volunteer doctor, but later
Jane members realized he was
a fraud and began performing
the abortions themselves.
They perfomed 11,000 secret
abortions in these apartments.

3.

1. 5532 S. Everett Ave Apartments. Hyde Park. Chicago Reader
2. Inside abortion waiting room. Bettmann/ Getty Images
3. 7251 S South Shore Dr Apartments. Google Maps Image

35

This is the living room where
women waited to be directed.
Women were charged whatever
they could pay, and the money
was used for supplies used to
perform the procedures. Jane
women were all volunteers.

36
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Event Narrative
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Collages based on women’s transcribed recollections
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1.

School Boycotts of 1963

2.

3.

On October 22, 1963, one of the biggest and least known events
in Chicago’s history took place as hundreds of thousands of people
boycotted and protested the over-crowding of black schools. Instead
of moving black children from over-crowded schools to white schools,
students were moved to aluminum, portable classrooms called “Willis’
Wagons.” About 400,000 people boycotted schools and took on the
streets of Chicago. Benjamin C. Willis, the Superintendent of Schools,
was approved to purchase 150-200 20ftx36ft mobile classrooms to
be placed in the vacant lots of over-crowded schools. Willis avoided
combining white and black students because public school attendance
depended on the neighborhood. Neighborhoods were very segregated.
Chicago was a very segregated city, and it still continues to be today.
4.

5.

1. Inside a “Willis Wagon.” Sun-Times. Chicago Reader.
2. Students sitting outside a mobile classroom. Chicago Tribune 1963. http://63boycott.kartemquin.com/blog/boycotter-stories/a-history-of-willis-wagons/
3. Guggenheim Elementary School protests. Chicago Tribune
4. Dowtown Chicago Marchers. https://www.zinnedproject.org/news/tdih/1963-chicago-school-boycott/
5. Here is Mobile Classroom History Newspaper Story. Paul West. Chicago Tribune

39
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Chicago School Segregation Today
Chicago remains a very segregated city in terms of housing
and education relating to income and race. In 1962, black schools
were overcrowded, and in order to solve the issue, black students
were either relocated to warehouses or placed in aluminum, mobile
classrooms. Today, schools are being shut down, and students are
forcibly relocated to other low income schools. Schools located
in higher income areas with a higher population of caucasian
individuals remain some of the best in not only Chicago, but also in
the state of Illinois. The red areas mark caucasian neighborhoods,
yellow marks Hispanic, and blue marks black neighborhoods. The
red pin points mark the worst schools in Chicago today, and the
yellow ones mark the best schools in Chicago today. Using this
map, one can see how Chicago neighborhoods continue to be
segregated. On October 22, 1963, a boycott of 400,000 students
occurred in the city of Chicago. People took the streets and
protested for their civil rights. This event is one of the biggest to
occur in the history of Chicago; however, it is not something many
talk about or know about. The city remains extremely segregated.
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Event Narrative
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Chicago Eight
“The 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago is mostremembered for what happened on the streets outside of it. Before the
convention began on August 26, Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley refused
protest permits to most anti-war demonstrators and deployed 12,000
police officers, 5,600 members of the Illinois National Guard and 5,000
Army soldiers on the streets to meet any who showed up. These police and
military forces violently clashed with Vietnam War protesters, resulting in
hundreds of injuries and 668 arrests during the four-day convention.”

Chicago Eight and the Courthouse
The Chicago Eight were tried in one of the three
federal buildings designed by Mies. In the article, “What the
Mies?” David Shanks argues how Mies disrupted the power
relationships that would typically be present in the “performance
of jurispudence.”Shanks claims that the courtroom space removes
the “bar” that removes spectators from the trial participants. He
describes the courtroom space as being theatrical and a public
place in which all spectators are part of the theatrical performance.

Text: Little, Becky. “7 Reasons Why the Chicago 8 Trial Mattered.” History.com. A&E Television
Networks, September 24, 2019. https://www.history.com/news/chicago-8-trial-importance.

1. Plan scanned from the National History Museum
2. Images and Diagrams by David Shanks. “What the Mies?”
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Event Narrative
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04

The Courthouse
By choosing to design a courthouse combined with a public archive,
we are not only aiming to make the legal system as public as possible
and encourage public investment into its political systems, but we are
aiming to impose the often erased narratives of the collective onto the
system that is responsible for this erasure, bringing to light the nature
of the justice system as a whole. After coming to this decision, we
did a significant amount of research into and testing of the different
regulations surrounding courthouse design and the different legal
restrictions that courthouses must have, but we also experimented with
ways in which sensory and spatial qualities can potentially destabilize
the court system without breaking these restrictions. Beginning with
studying the dynamics of the Mies van der Rohe Dirksen courthouse
and analyzing the federal structuring and regulations of federal codes,
and moving towards cataloging potential ways to destabilize the
courtroom power stuctures without breaking the code requirements,
the courtroom research serves as the basis for the later design strategies
and exposes the dominant hierarchies within the justice system.

Cour thouse Analysis
50
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Courthouse Hybridizations
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8½ miles away, an hour on
the Blue Line and a bus

05
Relocated: 3150 W. Flournoy St.

Site: 155 W. 51st St
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Chicago Federal Center

SOURCE Grant Trip
Our aim during our trip to Chicago was to continue our historical research
as well as investigate the sites we were focusing on. We hoped to gain
a better understanding of our site while also gathering more physical
information on our topics of interest. We also wanted to get a better
understanding of the architecture involving our typological studies.
Monday: We visited Grant Park and walked around the site where
the Democratic Convention is typically held (Site where Chicago
Eight were arrested). We visited the Federal Center and entered
the building where the Chicago Eight were tried. We went to Hyde
Park and saw the Jane apartment building where women would
go and wait. We were able to enter the building and see the long
hallways the women in the transcribed interviews were talking about.
Tuesday: We visited the National History Museum, and had the opportunity
to look for resources in the Research Center. We found and scanned
images and transcripts. We were able to visit the Art Institute of Chicago
and get more information on the topics we are researching in the Library.
Wednesday: We visited the Soldier Field where Martin Luther King
led a group of protesters during the school boycotts of 1963. We
were able to see what became of the site. It became a site dedicated to
veterans. We also visited the Chicago Architecture Center, where we
were able to gather more information on typologies specific to Chicago.
We hope to further study these typologies as we continue our studies.

Images scanned from the National History Museum
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Jane Apartments in Hyde Park

Soldier Field

Front of the Soldier Field Plaque to Veterans

Back of the Soldier Field Plaque to Veterans

Bottom Three Images: https://www.macapartments.com/property/5528-5532-S-Everett-Avenue

Bears’ Football Field
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Alderman Pat Dowell
(Government Building)

I-94 Express

Metro Geen Line

Norfolk Southern Railway

I-90 Express

Railway

Metra 47th Street Shops (Railway)

Our last area of research was the site itself, and the way courthouses have
been a part of the longstanding and prevalent redlining of several areas
of the city, resulting in nearly all of the courts in the city residing above
the interstate, and parts of the south side of the city being cut off from
resources and ultimately further segregated. This research led us choose
the site of the former courthouse at 155 West 51st Street, one of the only
courts in the Southern part of the city, its forced closing in 2019 leaving
the residents who would normally rely on that court toRobert
have
toParktravel a
Taylor
full hour North or South to attend court and have access to the resources
they would normally be provided. We chose to adopt the site of the closed
courthouse to bring the resources back to that portion of the city and to
combat the Lack of Courts below I-290 and the Closing of Municipal
courts, as well as provide the opportunity to connect to various forms of
public transportation to allow for accessibility.

Metro Geen Line

Official Site: 155 West 51st St

George
Washington
Park

Chicago Police Dept
Garfield Alternative HS (Closed)

Metro Red Line

Site

Cook County Criminal
Court (Closed)

Chicago
Police Motor
Maintenance
Division

XS Tennis Foundation
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Metro Geen Line

Parkman Elementary
School (Closed)

Washington Park
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Map of Closed Courts

Demographics

8½ miles away, an hour on
the Blue Line and a bus

Relocated: 3150 W. Flournoy St.

Site: 155 W. 51st St

9 miles away, an hour’s trip
on a bus and the Red Line

Relocated: 727 E. 111th St.

These maps show the train lines as well as demographics of Chicago and the routes one would take in order to get to
courthouses throughout the city. Many courthouses on the southside have been shut down or relocated, making it difficult
for people to commute to those parts of the city. One would have to commute an hour to an hour and a half in order to
make it to court.
CTA Lines
Green Line

Orange Line

Blue Line

Express Line

Red Line

Pink Line

Brown Line

Demographics by District
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06

Design Process
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Models

71

Process: Plaster Models

Our aim in casting plaster models was to experiment with texture
and light and shadow as methods of creating effects involving the
senses, using research done on the psychology of sensationalism
and its effects on memory and how we perceive memories. We
experimented with blue foam and foam core as molds to hold
the plaster as we waited for it to harden. We used smaller pieces of foam and foam core in order to create voids in the casted models once they were dry; however, even after using vaseline
and Dawn dish soap to prevent sticking, the plaster models did
not create the effects we were looking for. Most models hardened to the point where it became impossible to unstick them
without completely breaking the model. This method of experimentation proved to be unseuccessful. We hope to try other
methods of creating the effects and textures we are looking for.
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Plaster Models

Final Versions of Plaster Models
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After our unsuccessful attempts at casting plaster models, we decided to try and get the
effects we were looking for in digitally modeled cubes. We designed six different iterations
of textured, dense objects that could potentially create the effects of sensationalism for the
person experiencing the spaces.
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Process: Object Model

Object
The object was designed and built for the final thesis exhibition. The object was meant to be a symbol
of our project. We took inspiration from the museum in a box and modeled the Jane apartment
waiting room. We added a strip of images of the original apartment living room space on the top.
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Etching
Burying
Shelving

Encasing
Etching
Plastering
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Collages
Collage, as a representational technique, makes use of existing
materials with their own contexts and intentions and ultimately
utilizes the collective as a means for creating a whole. In these
sections and plan collages, we explored different methods for
understanding the relationship between program, light, sound, and
archive techniques, and they became generative factors in our final
design decisions.
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Courtroom-Archive Integration: User Types

Plan Collages
Site Plan Collage

Courtroom-Archive Integration: Bleeding

Techniques as Gradation: Scale and Surface
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Collaged Spatial Narratives
These narratives were the preliminary tests of how the different
archive techniques might play out in a spatial sense; furthering
the use of collage as a technique, these perspectives allowed us
to create different moods surrounding the different archive
spaces in regards to public and private natures, narrative, and
circulation from entry, through the archive, and to the courthouse.

Etching Narrative

Shelving Narrative
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Donation Narrative

Object Categorrization Narrative

Courthouse Narrative

Burying Narrative
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Technique + Form Relationships

Archive Process
The differing forms of archiving are intended to bring in
elements of differing sensory experiences as well as varying
aspects of memory, as they relate to the research of memory
theory and psychology. As the building circulation travels
downwards, the varying techniques become representative
of the need for excavation and uncovering that is often
associated with erased or systematically negated parts of history.
The type of technique that each of the object is archived with is
determined by the condition of it; if a donated object is newer or
representative of a recent memory or event, it is shelved, but the older
and more worn the object, the further into the surface it is submerged,
signifying that it requires more excavation to be uncovered or fully
remembered. The building is designed as a participatory form of
collective memory in which the public is able to donate objects and
decide how they want those objects to be exhibited and archived.
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Donation Manual
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Site and Circulation
The design decisions for the site stemmed from the surrounding
city context itself, most of it being for industrial use, despite the
fact that there are several schools that used to be in the area several
years ago before they were closed. The landscaping and pathways
of the site mimic the surrounding transportation that leads to the
site: the railways, the highway and the subway, all of which flank
the site on different sides. The slight stepping up and down of
the pathways ties into the overall form of the building and the
“iceberg effect” that it has; very minimal portions of the building
protrude above ground, giving glimpses of something occurring
under the surface, but the majority of the program is revealed
below the shallow exterior volumes and ramps that lead into it.
The courthouse typology is being used in this scheme to design
a building in which memories and historic events are embedded
within spaces to enforce the display and archive of objects
that represent a counter-historical narrative of time. There are
four entrances to comply with security regulations of a typical
courthouse and broken up the circulation into four different
sections that comply with the required programmatic elements
of each sector, the pathways leading up to each of these four
entrances. The four sectors/ programmatic divisions include:
public/ jury, judge, prosecution, and defendant. There is a fifth
circulation type within the atrium that brings the public down
the buried building through a series of ramps that open up
to archival spaces organized and broken up into five different
types: etching, encasing and shelving, plastering, and burying.

Final Resolution
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Public Entry + Circulation
Public Entry + Circulation

Four Separations of Cirulation
Public + Jury

Four Entry Points

Prosecution

-Witness Security
-US Attorney Room
- Office
- Central Cell Block
- Jury Assembly Suite
- Public Waiting
- Conference/
Training Room
- Trial Jury Suite

Defendant
Judge

Goes through archive
-Witness Security
-US Attorney Room
- Office
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- Judge’s Chambers
- Judge’s Closet
- Reception Area
- Secretarial Station
- Conference Room
- Law Clerk offices
- Shared Conference
Room
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Site Plan
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Ground Level

Ground Floor Plan
1/16 Scale
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Narrative and Archive Process

Components of Multi-Sensory Memory
Components of Multi-Sensory Memory

As one travels further down the building, the objects within each
archival space become less articulated and more buried. Beginning
with shelving, the objects are safely encased and placed atop
shelves protruding from the archive walls, being the only element
that is fully above the surface of the archive wall. Below the
shelving portion of the archive is etching, where the words written
are clear and distinguishable, but as one goes further down, the
objects start becoming more deep-seated within the surface, going
from being plastered and partially embedded into the archive walls,
and eventually buried in a way that is less obvious and articulated
and requires more excavation to completely uncover them.

O

T

The building is designed as a participatory form of collective
memory in which the public is able to donate objects and decide
how they want those objects to be exhibited and archived. This
allows the public to feel as though their personal experiences are
part of the collective memory of the city. The narrative of the
building follows this gradation of surface down to the courthouse,
encouraging the public to engage in the democratic process and
in hopes of merging the collective with the system that has a long
history of being singular and dominant. The participatory aspect
of the donations ties together with the multi-sensory aspects of the
building, actively attempting to enforce the collective memory and
history of the city into all of the spaces surrounding and leading up
to the courtroom, which resides at the lowest point of the building.
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Plans: Archive and Court
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Final Contention
Over the course of the academic year, we sought to use architecture as a lens to critique our current
socio-political climate regarding gender inequity and political regression. In today’s political
climate, where Roe v. Wade is facing reversal in the Supreme Court and LGBT protection laws
are being contested, school districts are the most segregated they have been since before Brown v.
Board, and there is a tendency to forget the progress that has been made, we must recall speciﬁc
instances of memory of Second Wave Feminism and Civil rights when women made strides
for LGBT legal protection, female bodily autonomy, opposition to sexual violence, and sexual
liberation, and black Americans made strides against systemic oppression and segregation.

08

The melding of the collective memory archive and the courthouse on a site where counterhistory has been historically erased from the urban fabric is our aim at architectural sizing the
inherent issues within the U.S. Justice System and its tendency to consistently reify the dominant
narratives that have held power in the U.S. since the conception of this country. Overall, the aim
of Spatializing Erasure has been to impose the collective memory of erased narratives onto the
city in the form of a courthouse imbued with commemorative and sensational archive spaces for
consuming and imposing forgotten memories. Doing so, we have aimed to provide a lens into
the past and demand that un-represented histories are not forgotten or reversed.

Conclusions
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Odawara’s writing details out the specifics of the history of sculpture in Japan and how it relates to the flock of peace sculptures following
the “Peace Statue” in 1955 in Peace Park. Attempting to reconcile the relationship between “war, peace, and sculpture”, recurring symbols
of male versus female statues and how Japan faced a symbolic shift between the 2 after 1960, and the introduction of ‘statumanium’ into
Japan. The author’s thesis hinges on the following understanding of sculpture, as quoted from Charles Baudelaire: “ The phantom of stone
seizes you for a few minutes, and commands you, on behalf of past, to think about things that are not of the earth. Such is the divine role
of sculpture” (E45). This idea is one that recognizes monuments as tools to enlighten or bring memories back to light, immortalizing them
in sculpture even after they have left the earth physically. Thus, the idea of erecting and removing sculpture and memorial as a reflective
cycle of history is one that is damaging to the way we interpret memories, which leads us to understand monuments as potential parts of
an oppressive system, which drives ideas of ‘anti-monuments’ or ‘de-monumentization’. Within all of these pieces to the essay, the thesis
lies in the idea of the statue existing somewhere in between the realm of statue and monument, and how parting from this context of the
‘monument’ makes the statue unfit to be a memorial. Odawara also approaches the dangers of “Forgetting, disguised as healing” (E15) and
the important distinction between attempts to evoke the reality of an event instead of its idealized version.
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Regarding the Pain of Others touches on notions of image as it relates to construction of national identity and propaganda-style manipulation
of viewership. Sontag’s novel goes deeply into ideas of image-memory and propaganda as is approaches her interpretation of propaganda
in American media, defined as politicizing and manipulating information in order to provoke a response in favor of a certain party, can
be applied to notions of wartime media and how it manipulates viewership using imagery and ‘shock-pictures’, as well as how image and
caption are used to ‘sanitize’ American military atrocities in foreign conflicts in order to reify the patriotic notion of the citizen-solider, thus
reinforcing the standard of an aggressive and dominant patriotic narrative. She argues heavily that captioning of images is a commonlyused tactic that reinforces imperialist notions of war and reasserts anti-foreign sentiments through American media; Sontag states that “by
captioning a photo “who was killed by whom”, the image becomes propagandistic. Captions create a foe (the killer) and a victim (the viewer),
downplaying one’s own involvement in any act of violence and creating a dichotomy of good vs. evil. The viewer is always good and the foe is
always bad; violence the viewer committed is either untrue or self-inflicted” (Sontag, 11). Memorials can be designed and built to function in a
similar manipulative way. This is heavily related to notions of consumerism and propaganda as the politicizing and manipulating information
works to provoke a response in favor of a dominant narrative.
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KEY CONCEPTS: collective memory, activism, who controls historical narrative, identity, recording memory, herritage terrorism,
monuments, memory tourism, consumerism, counter-monument
This text analyzes the phenomenon of recent decades known as the ‘counter-monument’, which have suddenly emerged as a new mode of
memorializing trauma and criticizing the dominant narrative of history. The phenomenon can be seen as a definer of a growing opposition
to traditional monumentality which has begun to reinvigorate public action and commemorative activism in current urban landscapes. This
paper distinguishes between two kinds of projects that have been called counter-monuments: those that adopt anti-monumental strategies,
counter to traditional monument principles, and those that are designed to counter a specific existing monument and the values it represents,
both of which are critical in understanding how our thesis fits into the narrative of the ‘counter-monument’.

Weizman, Eyal. Forensic Architecture: Violence at the Threshold of Detectability. S.l.: ZONE BOOKS, 2019

KEY CONCEPTS: forensic architecture, international justice, construction/deconstruction of memory, spatial evidence, material
evidence, witness and memory
In his work, Eyal Weizman describes how the built environment now represents an important source of evidence bearing witness to the
events when international justice is sought. This pertains to certain spaces of heritage or memory that have been strategically destroyed as a
political or military tactic and various forms of erasure that have been wiped from the dominant narrative of history and forcibly forgotten
from cultural memory and archival history. As Weizman states, “Issues relating to the built environment are entering the courts and media
forums of international justice with increasing frequency. This is because the built environment is booth the means of violation and a source
of evidence that can bear witness to the events that traverse it… Too often, these structures or ruins are considered self evident illustrations
of atrocity. The field of forensic architecture must now emerge to attempt to transform the built environment from an illustration of alleged
violations to a source of knowledge about historical events--or rather, as a complex methodology aimed at narrating histories from the things
that it saturates” (60). Through this, Weizman tackles the idea of spatial witness and the ability of memory and erasure to serve as evidence-as digital models, maps or simulations. In this way, activism and memory overlap in nuanced ways that center around the ability of space to
contain physical traces of erasure and trauma.
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